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Abstract 

In the present scenario, information and communication technology plays a very important role. Due to the 

development of technology, internet has brought out some of the opportunities and challenges which 

provide the effective way of use the library information resources and services. Users can access the 

required information online irrespective of visiting the place and collecting the information as like ancient 

days. To improve some of the problems of information and communication technology resulting in 

underutilization of academic libraries, effort directed to promoting and creating awareness of library 

services is very important. Library staff can promote the use of the library through other means such as 

marketing of library services to its users. The role of academic libraries and information centres is to 

provide necessary information. The objectives of the study were why libraries should market their 

information resources and services; ways in which libraries market their information resources and 

services also impacts of marketing information resources and services in the academic Library. The study 

target population was 120 which comprised of library staff members. The study sample consisted to 

twenty members of the target group.  
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Introduction 

Marketing is an integral part of all organization including libraries and information centres. Marketing is 

important for everyday life. Without marketing, there is no meaning of business life in the globe. Libraries 

need to market their resources and services. so as to achieve customer satisfaction, promote the image of the 

library and compete for customers and resources and services. Marketing information services in order to 

uplift the tools and technique to be adopted for better services for the benefits of its consumers. The aim of 

the library information centres, providing the right information to the right users at right time for the right 

purpose. Achieving this goal is possible through modest technology, marketing research and some of the 

suggestion to be adopted to improve the library information resources and services. 

 

Statement of The Problem 

Library and information centres are providing the necessary information to the users and satisfying the 

various needs of its users by providing books, non-book and book related materials both in print and 

softcopy. At the same time, it is also facing competition due to the development of technology. To meet out 

the competition, marketing their resources and services is important. The information resources are arranged 

in the library in the form of catalogue, classification, indexing and abstracting for the purpose of easy 

identification and recovery. The development of information and communication technology made the users 

to access and providing the necessary information from the comfort place. Due to this reason, less or no 

reason no use the library which leads to under-utilization and under-utilization of library resources. It has 

brought heavy competition from private information providers and cybercafés’. Library information centres 
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fails to provide information to the potential users. It is due to the less awareness about the library products 

and services. Academic libraries have pressure to market their services in order to retain their users. 

Therefore, it is necessary to study about the Academic librarian’s perception towards Library information 

resources and services in Amhara Region, Ethiopia. 

 

Objectives of The Study 

1. To determine the perception of academic library heads towards marketing of information resources 

and services 

2. To find out the perception of academic library staff towards marketing of information resources and 

services 

3. To offer suitable recommendations to improve the marketing of information resources and services. 

 

Literature Review 

According to Jestin and Parameswari (2002) involves activities such as identifying user’s needs, designing 

suitable services or products to meet their needs, communication and distribution to inform, motivate and 

serve the users.. Kumar (2014), marketing of information products and services is a concept of sensitively 

serving and satisfying the needs of all those who are involved in education, scholarship, research and 

development.  

 

Methodology 

The present study is based on descriptive survey method used. The sample size of the study consists of 120 

academic library heads and staff in University of Gondar, Bahirdar University, Debre tabir University and 

Debre Markos University libraries in Amhara Region, Ethiopia. A structured questionnaire was used to 

collect the information for the study purpose. The data were analyzed by using simple percentage and Test 

for equality of means between series through E-Views Software. The respondents investigated the role of 

marketing library information resources. Two sets of questionnaires were prepared and distributed for the 

academic library heads as well as academic library staff for collection of data. 

 

Results and Discussion  

It is necessary for libraries to market their information resources and services. The opinion of the library 

heads and the library staff regarding marketing of information resources and services is important due to 

satisfy the users, compete the stakeholders, and promote the image of the library and serving the society. 

Some of the respondents pointed out that, information resources should not be marketed. Because it is waste 

of time, waste of resources and not professional ethics.  

Table No.1 Percentage analysis of Marketing of information resources 
 

S.No Marketing of Information Resources No of 

Respondents 

Percentage 

1 Yes 96 80 

2 No 24 20 

 Total  120 100 

 

From the above table, It is clear that, 80% (96) of the respondents agreed that, libraries should market their 

information resources, while the remaining 20% (24) refused for marketing of information resources. 

 

Table No.2 Percentage analysis of impact of marking information resources 
 

S.No Impact of marking information 

resources 

No of 

Respondents 

Percentage 

1 Yes 84 70 

2 No 36 30 

 Total  120 100 
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From the above table, it is clear that, 70% (84) of the respondents agreed that, the impact of marketing 

information resources is useful to them and the remaining 30% (36) of the respondents did not value the 

impact of marketing information resources.  

 

Table No.3 Percentage analysis of marketing methods used by the library 
 

S.No Marketing methods  No of 

Respondents 

Percentage 

1 Advertising 48 40 

2 Publicity 24 20 

3 Orientation 36 30 

4 Extension Activities 12 10 

            Total 120 100 

 

From the above table, it revealed that the library uses advertising, publicity, orientation and other extension 

activities to market their resources. The study shows that, advertisement is the most powerful method of 

marketing the information and resources at the library followed by orientation and remaining 20% of the 

respondents revealed that, orientation is the method of marketing the information. The graph below 

represents summary of marketing methods used by the library. 

Table 4. Percentage analysis of Perception of the academic library Heads and staff 
 

Opinion  No.of. Respondents Percentage 

Not favour 22 18% 

Moderate  72 60% 

Highly favour 26 22% 

Total 120 100% 
 

 

The above table 4 indicates that, the perception of the academic library heads and staff towards the 

marketing of information resources. Nearly 60 % of the library heads and staff have a moderate opinion 

towards the marketing of information resources whereas 22 % of the library heads and staff possess a highly 

favorable opinion towards the marketing of information resource. Only 18% of the library heads and staff do 

not have a favorable opinion towards the marketing of information resources. 
 

Position and perception of academic library heads and staff towards marketing of library services 

0: There is no significant difference in position and perception of academic library heads and staff towards 

marketing of library services 

1: There is significant difference in position and perception of academic library heads and staff towards 

marketing of library services 

Figure 1 Test for equality of means between series 
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Above figure 1 shows that the relationship between relationship between position and perception of 

academic library heads and staff towards marketing of library services.  At 2% level of significance the F 

table value is 4.26. The F table value is less than F calculated value. F Tabulated < F Calculated 

i.e.4.26<8.27. So 0 is rejected and 1 is accepted. So there is significant difference in position and perception 

of academic library heads and staff towards marketing of library services. 

Position and perception of academic library heads and staff towards impact of  marketing of library 

services 

0: There is no significant difference in position and perception of academic library heads and staff towards 

impact of  marketing of library services 

1: There is significant difference in position and perception of academic library heads and staff towards 

impact of marketing of library services 

Figure 2  Test for equality of means between series 
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Above figure 2 shows that the relationship between relationship between position and perception of 

academic library heads and staff towards impact of marketing of library services.  At 2% level of 

significance the F table value is 4.26. The F table value is more than F calculated value. F Tabulated > F 

Calculated i.e.4.26>1.61. So 1 is rejected and 0 is accepted. So there is no significant difference in position 

and perception of academic library heads and staff towards impact of marketing of library services. 

Academic library heads and perception of marketing methods used by the library  

0: There is no significant difference in academic library heads and perception of marketing methods used by 

the library  

1: There is no significant difference in academic library heads and perception of marketing methods used by 

the library 

Figure 3 Test for equality of means between series 

 

 

Above figure 3 shows that the relationship between academic library heads and perception of marketing 

methods used by the library. At 3% level of significance the F table value is 4.07. The F table value is less 

than F calculated value. F Tabulated <  F Calculated i.e.4.07>1.06. So 1 is rejected and 0 is accepted. So 

there is no significant difference in academic library heads and perception of marketing methods used by the 

library. 

Academic library staff and perception of marketing methods used by the library  

0: There is no significant difference in academic library staff and perception of marketing methods used by 

the library  

1: There is no significant difference in academic library staff and perception of marketing methods used by 

the library 
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Figure 4  Test for equality of means between series 

 

Above figure 4 shows that the relationship between academic library heads and perception of marketing 

methods used by the library. At 3% level of significance the F table value is 4.07. The F table value is less 

than F calculated value. F Tabulated <  F Calculated i.e.4.07<4.69. So 0 is rejected and 1 is accepted. So 

there is significant difference in academic library staff and perception of marketing methods used by the 

library. 

Table 5 Perception on marketing of library services by academic library heads and staff 

 

Perception Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Marketing is a process of information 

responsible to identify, anticipate, exchange and 

satisfy the customers’ needs and wants 

 

3.34 

 

0.66 

Marketing services is directly related to the 

organizational objectives. 

3.27 0.73 

Marketing places importance on the user’s 

needs and desire 

3.62 0.69 

Users can easily identify and utilize library 

services with the support of marketing services 

3.29 0.71 

Marketing takes library services from the 

library to end users in academic library 

3.31 0.76 

Marketing services can change users perception about libraries 

and library heads and staff view 

3.26 0.72 

Marketing services is important for the organizational 

perspective like libraries. 

3.47 0.65 

 

The table 5 reveals that, the perception of marketing of academic library services were accepted by the 

respondents. The academic library staff perceived that, marketing library services used for marketing is a 

process of information responsible to identify, anticipate, exchange and satisfy the customers’ needs and 

wants and marketing services is directly related to the organizational objectives. In addition to, marketing 
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places importance on the user’s needs and desire, users can easily identify and utilize library services with 

the support of marketing services, marketing takes library services from the library to end users in academic 

library, marketing services can change users perception about libraries and library staff view, marketing 

services is important for the organizational perspective like libraries. Therefore, academic library heads and 

staff have a positive perception towards marketing of library services by analyzed mean and standard 

deviation. 
 

Table 6 Perceived challenges in marketing library services by academic library heads and staff 

 

Perception Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Marketing concepts are ignored which discourages the library 

staff from applying the concept from marketing to libraries 

2.73 0.84 

It is attempt to marketing library services which do not supports 

library staff for library management 

2.69 0.93 

The concept of marketing is costly for academic 

libraries perspective 

2.65 0.94 

Libraries are supplying information to potential 

users which affects the application of 

marketing concept 

2.84 0.88 

Inadequate training for the academic library staff 2.74 0.83 

 

The table 6 reveals that, perceived challenges in marketing of library services were accepted by the 

academic library staff. The challenges includes marketing concepts are ignored, inadequate support by the 

library administration; marketing is costly, supplying information to potential users which affects the 

application of marketing concept and inadequate training to the academic library staff. 

 

Conclusion 

Academic library staff has a high opinion as well as positive attitude on marketing of library resources and 

services. Academic library staff is aware of marketing services which enable them to improve the services in 

terms of satisfying the users of library products and services. Library professionals are grasping the 

marketing approach, as it is essential instrument for competition edge. Academic library staff are  faced 

some of the challenges in marketing of library resources and services such providing necessary information, 

clientele, demand, expectations, cost incurred for marketing, lack of knowledge on the concept of marketing, 

lack of support from the library management. There is large number of users and library staff agreed that, 

the need for marketing its services and resources. The various method of marketing technique will be helpful 

for marketing of information services for the library in the contemporary scenario. Libraries have option to 

mixing traditional and online marketing to reinforce the approach. Academic library staff must be motivated 

by the commitment for creating the image of the libraries which impact on social upliftment and better 

quality of life in this era. 

 
 

Recommendations 

 Academic library staff should be trained efficiently to improve their skills and knowledge about 

perception on marketing information services. It can be possible by conducting national seminar, 

conference, workshop, knowledge sharing sessions and short term courses related to library information 

services. It helps to identify the strength, weakness, opportunity and threat in this competitive 

environment.  

 Academic library should employ a library staff having the marketing skills and knowledge. Library staff 

should conduct a research for market survey to include various promotional activities such as service 

delivery like documentation services –indexing and abstracting services, reference services like –ready 

reference and long range reference services and etc.  

 Academic library should have a public relation officer for improve library image, establish the 

relationship with stakeholders, media partner who supports for financing. He can also organize the 
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workshop / conference / seminar to train their staff related to public relation which enable them to 

develop the image of the library.  

 It is also suggested that, enough finance should be given to the library. So they can able to market its 

information resources and services fully. Marketing of library information services is possible by 

utilizing enough funds which leads to successful. 
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